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Abstract 


This research paper is presenting the minimum wage topic. Should the US 


government increase the minimum wage? Some people say that raising the minimum wage 


will increase the wage of 28 million Americans and will provide a good living standers for 


them (Auerback, 2012). On the other hand people think increasing the minimum wage will 


increase the number of unemployment (Syrios, 2015). Many people asking the US 


government to increase the minimum wage for worker to provide a better living standers 


for them, but they do not know that increasing the minimum wage have much more 


disadvantages. Increasing the minimum wage cause the unemployment rate to increase and 


low educated people will be negatively affected. Increasing minimum wage will not help 


poor people and it will increase prices and inflation rate. Businesses will face losses if the 


government raised the minimum wage like Ritu Shah Burnham when Seattle raised the 


minimum wage. 
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Should The US Government Increase The Minimum Wage?  


A survey in the US show that 75% of Americans support raising the minimum wage؛ 


they could not be more wrong (Ferrer, 2015). In 1894 New Zealand imposes the minimum 


wage law for the first time in the world (Canada Labour Program, 2015). The US government 


imposes the minimum wage law for the first time in 1938 and the minimum wage was $0.25 


per hour which equal to $7.25 today (Oregon State University, n.d). The current federal 


minimum wage is $7.25 (Ferrer, 2015).The rage of minimum wage in the US is between 


$5.15 and $9.50 (United States Department of Labor [DOL], 2015). The average minimum 


wage in the US is $8.05 (DOL, 2015). Out of 50 states in America there are 45 states are 


imposing minimum wage law (DOL, 2015). When we compare the minimum wage of the 


United States to other countries like Canada $8.2, France $11.5, Japan $7.3, UK $9 we can 


find out that the US minimum wage is low compare to these countries (Organisation for 


Economic Co-operation and Development,2014). Should the US government increase the 


minimum wage? Some people say that raising the minimum wage will increase the wage of 


28 million Americans and will provide a good living standers for them (Auerback, 2012). On 


the other hand people think increasing the minimum wage will increase the number of 


unemployment (Syrios, 2015). Many people asking the US government to increase the 


minimum wage for worker to provide a better living standers for them, but they do not 


know that increasing the minimum wage have much more disadvantages. 


One Reason why the United States government should not raise minimum wage is 


because it increases the unemployment rate. Many people across the United States are 


asking the government every day to raise the minimum wage because they think the 


minimum wage program is helping them (Schuldt & Woodall & Block, 2012). Gregory 
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Mankiw mention in his book principles of economics that one of the reasons that increase 


unemployment rate is minimum wage (Mankiw & Rashwan, 2015).  A study by David 


Neumark and William Wascher shows that when New Jersey increases its minimum wages 


by 4.6 percent the unemployment rates increases (Syrios, 2015). When the minimum wage 


increased most of the firms, organizations and companies will tend to stop hiring more 


workers and they will fire some of their current employees (Syrios, 2015). For example if the 


US increases its minimum wage, the movie theaters will tend to fire some workers and use 


machines instead of them to avoid affecting their profits by the minimum wage increase 


(Syrios, 2015). According to Bureau of labor statistics 4.3 percent of the workers are earning 


under the minimum wage (Syrios, 2015). When we have 4.3 percent are working below the 


minimum wage that means we have a shortage of jobs and surplus of workers (Syrios, 


2015). When workers are accepting to work below the minimum wage which is illegal that 


means we have a black market (Economics Help, n.d). If the US government increases the 


minimum wage to $9.50 1.3 million jobs will be lost which cause shortage in jobs (Sabia & 


Burkhauser & Hansen, 2012). If the US government raised the minimum wage some 


business will not be able to pay their workers the higher wage so they will take an action like 


fire them, cut working hours and replace them with machines which means the 


unemployment rate will increase. 


Another reason why the US government should not raise minimum wage is because 


it hurts low educated and students who work part time job. One of the main goals of 


increasing minimum wage is to help low educated and students to pay the expenses of their 


universities or schools. The truth is that raising minimum wage will hurt low educated and 


students. Increasing minimum wage will reduce the number of youth's labor because they 


are low educated than other workers (Neumark & Wascher, 2006). New York State 
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increases its minimum wage from $5.15 to $6.75 which affects employment that aged 


between 16 to 29 years old including students without high school diploma (Sabia & 


Burkhauser & Hansen, 2012). Approximately 600,000 low educated jobs are lost when the 


congress raised the minimum wage by 10.6 percent in 2009 (Dunkelberg, 2012). Percentage 


of unemployed teenagers is three times more than national unemployment rate 


(Employment Policies Institute [EPI], 2015). Between 2000 and 2008 the US government 


increases the minimum wage many times and this raising is negatively affecting the 


percentage of less educated employment and it is obvious that the rate of unemployment of 


less educated is increasing (EPI, 2015). In 2008 67.4 percent of teenagers were unemployed 


and when we compare this percentage with the percentage of unemployed teenagers in 


2000 we will find that 54.8 percent were unemployed in 2000 which means the number of 


unemployed teens is increasing when the minimum wage increases (EPI, 2015). In 2006 


university of Georgia have a study show that when minimum wage increases by 10 percent 


unemployment teen increases between 4.6 to 9 percent (EPI, 2015). Most people who need 


money and higher life level are low educated and students to pay their expenses. Usually 


when businesses decide to reduce the cost of labor the first option they have is to fire low 


educated workers and students. 


Many people believe that raising minimum wages will reduce poverty in the US but 


actually it increases poverty. Many academic studies show that increasing minimum wage 


does not reduce poverty but increase it (Nielsen, 2013). Increasing minimum wage will 


increase labor cost and increasing labor cost will increase products cost the output of this 


formula is making low skilled poor individuals without job which means increase poverty 


(Reisman, 2014) .63.5 percent of poor Americans do not have jobs which means even if 


there is a benefits from raising minimum wages they will not be benefit (Wilson, 2012). If 
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the US government increases its minimum wage by 25 percent the unemployment of low 


wage workers will increase by 5 percent (Nielsen, 2013). And that explain one thing which is 


to reduce poverty rate US should provide jobs instead of raising the minimum wage. While 


raising minimum wage is going to take some poor families out from poverty, other low 


educated workers might get fired from their work and that will reduce their income and 


they will be under the poverty line (Wilson, 2012). When the US government increases its 


federal minimum wage to $7.25 only 15.8 percent of the labors are living in poor families 


(Wilson, 2012). Some studies in the US show that low educated workers who are living in 


needy families and still working their income has increased (Wilson, 2012). However, other 


workers lose their work or had less working time which make their income less and 


increases poverty (Nielsen, 2013). In fact minimum wage does not reduce poverty. To 


reduce poverty the US government should afford jobs instead of raising minimum wage. 


If the US government raises the minimum wage, the US will face increase in prices of 


goods and services and in inflation rates. According to new study if the minimum wage in 


the United States increased to $15 per hour the prices of fast food restaurant will increase 


by 4.3 percent which means Big Mac price will increase from $3.99 to $4.16 (Covert, 2015). 


Another study from Purdue University's School of Hospitality and Tourism Management 


found that increasing minimum wage might make the size of the burger smaller without any 


change in the price (Covert, 2015). From the previous two studies we can find out 


restaurant can increase prices in two ways. The first way is increase the price directly and 


the second way which is indirectly by decreasing the quantity of food with the same price. A 


review in 2004 of about 20 minimum wage studies looked at the prices of goods and 


services and found that when minimum wage increases by 10 percent prices increase by 4 


percent (Wilson, 2012). A study from Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago in 2007 show that 
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prices of restaurant increases when the minimum wage increases (Wilson, 2012). If 


companies are forced to raise their workers minimum wage, they either reduce the number 


of workers or increase the prices which might reduce the demand (Raffa, 2015).  When the 


US increased its federal minimum wage to $7.25 in 2009 the US dollar has lost 8.1 percent 


of its purchasing power (Desilver, 2015). If the US government raised the minimum wage 


the prices of goods and services will increase and that will high inflation rate in the US 


economy. 


Raising minimum wage will negatively affect businesses especially small businesses. 


For example if we have a pizza restaurant that sells 100 pizzas per day. The price of one 


pizza is $10 which means the revenue of the restaurant is $360,000 each year. The 


restaurant has 10 employees each one of the employees earns $7.25 per hour and work 


2000 hours a year which means each of them earn $14,500 and the total is $145,000. Let's 


assume that the rent, utilities, depreciation, supplies and food cost $160,000 every year. 


The net income of the restaurant is $55,000 per year. If the US government raised the 


minimum wage to $10.10 per hour the restaurant should pay his workers $202,000 a year. 


That means the restaurant should pay the expenses $160,000 and the wages 202,000 which 


are equal to 362,000. The restaurant will not be able to pay because it has losses of $2000 


and might be out of business. Washington Restaurant Association’s Anthony Anton says: 


“It’s not a political problem; it’s a math problem” (Hilton, 2015). Anthony Anton estimated 


that when Seattle raised its minimum wage to $11 if restaurants made no changes like 


cutting work hours or fire some workers the labor cost will increase from 42 to 47 percent 


(Hilton, 2015). Devin Jeran who was working in pizza restaurant in Seattle was so happy to 


raise the minimum wages, but the restaurant closed and the owner and the employees are 


looking for new jobs (Shift, 2015). Imagine that the government raises the federal minimum 
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wage what will happen to the US economy? Will the workers and the businesses owners be 


better off or worse off? 


When Seattle raised its minimum wage to $15 per hour some businesses lose and 


cannot afford the wages for their workers (Shift, 2015). Ritu Shah Burnham is a woman who 


owns Z pizza restaurant in Seattle (Shift, 2015). She can't stay in business because of the 


minimum wage raise in Seattle (Shift, 2015). Burnham says that she used all the options that 


she has to stay in the business, but she could not handle it (Shift, 2015). Burnham has 12 


workers in her small shop and she raised their minimum wage according to the law (Shift, 


2015). She faced losses and she raised the prices of the pizza but consumers consume less 


(Shift, 2015).  Burnham fired one worker and cut working hours from her workers to help 


her business, but it did not work as she said (Shift, 2015). Now Burnham and her 12 workers 


are looking for new jobs (Shift, 2015). When Q13 fox news asked one of Burnham workers 


about how raising minimum wage makes his life better he answered: “If that’s the truth, I 


don’t think that’s very apparent. People like me are finding themselves in a tougher 


situation than ever.” (Shift, 2015). Burnham has no idea where she and her workers are 


going to find job (Shift, 2015). Burnham thinks that it is difficult to find a job in this situation 


because other businesses are cutting hour and fire their workers (Shift, 2015). This case 


proves that raising minimum wage is hurting business owners and their workers. 


In conclusion, 75% of American wants the government to increase the minimum 


wage. Actually raising minimum wage will negatively affect the US. If the US government 


raised the minimum wage, the US will face high unemployment rate because businesses will 


tend to reduce labor cost. Minimum wage should help people like low educated workers to 


improve their life standers and pay their expenses, but raising the minimum wage will hurt 


them. Poor families will not be benefit from increasing the minimum wage because they 
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might lose their jobs and prices also might increase. Businesses might face losses because 


the labor cost will increase which reduce their revenues. Ritu Shah Burnham is business 


owner in Seattle. Her business in closed because the minimum wages has been raised. 


Prices of goods and services will increase which causes higher inflation rates. After these 


studies and researches do you still want the minimum wage to increase? 
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